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Let G = (V, E) be a graph with a positive number wt(v) assigned to each L’ E V. A weighted 
clique saver of the vertices of G is a collection of cliques with a non-negative weight yC. 
assigned to each clique C in the collection such that xc. c6c, y,. 3 tit(tl) for all v E V. The 
problem considered is to mini nizc xc yc- over all weighted c&ue covers. A polynomial time 
algorithm for this problem is presented for graphs thpt are craw-free and perfect. 
1. oduction 
Let G = ( I/. E) be a tinitc, undirected, loopless graph without multiple edges. A 
Uertex packing in G is a _&set P c V such that u,, 2-:, E P implies (vi* 2,) $ E: a 
clique in G is a subset CC_ V such that Ui, U, E C implies (u,. t‘,) E E. 
Let wt( u) be a non-negative number assigned to each vertex u E V and for 
P c V define wt( P) to be the sum of the individual vertex weights of f. The wei,olzfeti 
vertex pclcking pr&ern is to find a packing of maximum weight in G. 
A weiglzted clique c*ouer of the vertices cf G is a collection % of cliques with a 
non-negative weight yc assigned to each C’E % such that 
The weighted cii+ e cover prnhlerr: is t#.> find a weighted clique cover that 
minimizes )lC.( 6 yC,. le case of wt( U) = 1 for all c E V is referred to as the 
“unweighted” pro 
bipartite graph A g;raph G is ~~lnw-~;~~c if it does not 
induced subgraph. A graph G is perfect if for every vertex 
* This l,vork was ~appo ;ed by NSF grants ENG7S-00568 and ECS-8005350 to (‘ornell University. 
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induced subgraph H of G, the size of a maximum cardinality packing in is equal 
to the number of cliques in a minimum cardinality clique cover of N. 
In [5] we have gave a polynomial time algorithm for the unweightcd clique 
cover problem in claw--free graplhs without odd holes or odd anti-holes. We also 
used the algorithm to prove that such graphs are perfect. Here wf assume 
perfection and the absence of claws and present a pol 
the weighted ::ase. The concept of the weighted algori 
[5] in that it begins with a maximum (weighted) p 
technique used here is quite different. Note that th 
time algorithm for the weighted clique cover problem on perfect graphs has been 
established by Grijtschel, Eovasz and Schrijver [3]. However their ellipsoid 
algorithm is not graphical and is unlikely to be computationally practical. 
idea of e algori 
Let A be the clique-vertex incidence matrix (abbreviated as ‘clique matrix’) of a 
perfect graph G, i.e. each column of A corresponds to a vertex of G and each row 
of A corresponds to a clique of G. It is known [l, 2,6] that every extreme point 
of the poly??edron P = {x E II!: 1 Ax c I} is a (0, 1)-vector, from which it easily 
follows ihat there is a one-tc-one correspondence between extreme points of P 
and packings of G. Hence we can formulate the weighted vertex packing problem 
‘In a perfect graph as the linear program 
tWVP) mhx ~‘*x, 
s.t. Ax4. x20 
where w is r.he vector whose components are the vertex weights wt(v) for all 
u E V. Without loss of generality, we will assume that w is strictly positive since 
vertices with nonpositive weights can always be assigned a value of zero in some 
optimal solution. 
The dual of (WVP) is exactly the linear programming formuiation of the 
weighted clique cover problem 
(WCC) min 1 l y 
s.t. vA>w , y HO. 
Our approach can solve (WCC) for any real w * 0. owever, when w is integral, 
perfection imphes that (WCC) always has an integral optimal solution rli;ulkerson 
[2]) and, in this case, our algorithm fin 
Since G is claw-free, a maximum wei can be found i 
time by Minty’s algorithm, [7]. Our approach is to beg 
nd a feasible solution y* to (WCC) with the property rhat 1 l y* = wt(P). 
at y * is an optimal solution to the weig 
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cover problem. We use the fact, also implied by duality, that for u E P there exists 
a clique C containing u and a yP 0~ ~7~. s wt(u), such that P is a maximum 
weighted packing on graph G with weights given by wt(u) - yc for u E C and 
w(u) for t‘ E V\C. The determination of C and its weight yc is referred to as the 
weighted clique-findicg procedure. A recursive application of this procedure on 
reduced graphs will yield an optimal weighted clique cover for 6. 
We begin the description of our procedure by defining graph reducrion. ?&et H,, 
Hz‘ be two graphs such that V(&)E V(W,) and E(H& E(H,). Let wt,( 4 and 
wt2(*) be weight ctions on the vertices of and Hz respectively. Define the 
reduced graph of by Hz, I-f,/&, to be th 
V(H’)={u 1 u E V(H,) and wt,(u)>wt+) if UE V(H,)}, 
E(H’)=(e 1 4 =(x, vkE(H,) _ . x. y E VW)), 
and weight function wt’( l ) defined on C’(H’) by 
wt’(u) = I wt*(u) if u f V(K,)\V(HJ wt,(u)-wt2(o) if uf V(H’)n V(H,) 
Given a maximum weight packing P and u E P, the algorithm first finds a 
weighted clique CL in G containing u with weight yc: ~0 and the reduced graph 
G/H, where H is a complete graph with V(H) = CL and vertex weights of yc:, for 
all u E V(H). Furthermore, P n V( G/H, is a maximum *deight packing on the 
reduced graph G/H. Observe that since CL is a clique that contains u, P 0 
V(G/H) = I’ or P n V(G/rH) = P\(u). The redaction procedure continues until 
vertex u is deleted, while maintaining a maximum weight packing on the reduced 
graphs. Suppose the set of weighted cliques containing u that have been found 
during the process is CU = {CL)ti_(ll(‘, 2nd call the reduced graph at this stage G,. 
Thus 
KIU) 
?I Yc- -=wt(u) in G i= 
and P\(u) is a maximum weighted packing in G,. Then we replace G by G, and P 
by P\(u) and apply the algorithm recursively. When P becomes empty, the 
reduced graph will also be empty. Hence a recursive application of the algorithm 
will give rise to IP( sets {CU,}, ui E P, of weighted cliques such that each for vertex u 
of G, 
and for each ui E P 
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Thus 
so that the :;et IJF, {C’J is an optimal solution to the weighted clique cover 
problem. 
3. 
Let G be a claw-free perfr,:t grsph with a positive weight on each vertex. Let u 
be a vertex in a maximum wei;:hted packing P in G. Since c” is claw-free, 
)OnNhf#=2 f or any packing Q in G, where N(u) is the set of verrtces adjacent 
to ~4. 1,~ t 6” be the subgraph of G induced on N(u) and G” be the complement 
of G”. 
[S]. G” P’s bipartite. 
To determine the reduced graphs described above, it is necessary to define 
weights on the edges of fi” and a second set of weights on its vertices. For a!1 
(x, y ) E E(G”) define edge wtlights by 
wa((x, y)) = max{wt(Q) 1 Q is a packing in G, {x. y)~ C?}-wt(P\{u}). 
and for all u E N(U), define lower vertex weights by 
~&II) = max{wt(Q) 1 Q is a packing in G, OtVV(u)={u}}-wt(P‘t{u}). 
Note that wt((x, y)) and WJ( II) can be found by Minty’s maximum weight packing 
algorithm [7]. 
Observe that P is a maximum weight packing on G if and only if for all u E P 
(1) wt(u)swt(u) for all u E N(u), 
(2) - wt((x, y))swt(& for all (x, y)~ E(@‘). 
To see that t ! ) and (2) are necessary and sufficient conditions for the optirnality of 
. firsi note that if P was not optimal then a maximum weight packing would have 
to contain one or two vertices in N(u). But (1) is true if and only ii no Facking 
containing one ver.e>. of II’ has larger weight than P, and (2) is true if .n-rd only 
if no packing containing TV:._; y&ices of Y(U) has larger weight than P. 
The following algorithm selects the collection of cliques C,, = {CL} and t 
It recursi\.ely does the graph reduction and adjusts the we 
((x, y)), while maintaining the optimalitv con _ 
e re 
let I-Z&, be the graph @’ with the same vertex weights as G and lower vertex 
weights and edge weights as defined above; 
c, +‘==- 0; 
r c- wt( u 1 
n 
w, + maximum lower vertex weight in H,, : 
w-, - maximum cdgc weight in H,, : 
W m il Y t- max( u*,. c): 
begin 
let C be the clique (u}: y, + r; 





let C be the clique (u); yC +- r -- w,,, : 
cu + C” u(C): r - w,,,, 
, ) and \s( v) = w,,,}; 
eluded in the next clique; 
,) s.t. wt((x, y)) = w,,,,,}: 
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from linear programming duality there exists clique in N(u) 
ing A 1. and one end point of each edge m E2. ence the vertex 
set of M, can be partitioned into V, and V, SUCI~ that a!! edge 
have one er.J in VI and the other in V2, and Al E VI. I? A, = 
V, CI V2 A an arbitrary bipartite partition of the vertices of AZ. 
partitio:) V(H,) into V, and V2 as described in the preceding corn 
s1 + wrn,, - max[O, max(wt( u) 1 2, E V(HJ V,}]; 
s2 + w,,, - max[O, max(wt((x, y)) 1 (x, yk E(N,)\E(?Q and (x, y}n 
VI = !&k 
s* +- min{X,, s,): 
let C be the chque V, in G; 
CU + C, u (C u { u)); yc.c;,U) t s*; 
comment CU and ( yc) are the output of the algorikn; 
The algorillhm oufputs a finite collection cJ’ cliques (Ci,} suck t/rat 
P\(u) is a nzaxirnum packing in the graph reduced by hese cliques. Furthermore 
-i-. YC@ -1 u = wt( u). 
The cliques (Cf,) and their respective weights yc:, are chosen so that the 
optimality ccnditions (1) and (2) are maintained at each step of the graph 
reduction process. Fuathe: more, the algorithm terminates only when r = 3, which 
is equivalent to xi yc.:, -M(u). 
TO show the finiteness of the algorithm, first observe that if wmax ~=0, the 
algorithm terminates in one step; also, there can be at most one S. CQ with 
W ,.,,& r. When ;tlmnx --I r.. then s’ = s, > 0 or s* = s2 XI. These two casds are now 
considered :
Case 1. If s* = s,, then at least on s more vertex u of H,, with H(U) > 1.1 will be 
added to A, in the next iteration. Once a vertex u is added to Al, it will rlzmain in 
A, since wt(u)= r. 
Case 2Tf s* = s?. then a.t least one more edge (x, y) of H,, with wt(( u. y))> 
wih be added to Ez in thz rext iteration. Once an edge (x, y) is added to .t$, it wi 
remain in E2 since wt((x, y)) = r. 
Finally, once all vertices u of Ht, with wtb) > 0 are added to A, and 41 edges - 
’ The details of this partitioning procedure are given in [A]. 
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(x, y) of E&, with wt((.u, y)) > 0 are added to E2, then s* = s, = s2 = u,,,, = r. One 
more weight s* will reduce Y to zero. Hence the number 
of itc’rations (=number of CL’s! is bounded by O(lV(H,)I+lE(H,)(). 0 
Consider the efficiency of the algorithm. Since the final clique collection iis 
composed of a set {C, 1 u E P), we only have to consider th: construction of each 
CU. The construction of I-&, requires at most O(l V(@‘))2) calculations of edge 
weights and lower vertex weights. ach such calculation requires an application of 
Minty’s weighted packing algorithm, which is polyncmially bounded. Ey Theor8em 
1. the number of iterations in constructing C,, is bounded by O(l V(H’,‘)I + IE(W~II. 
The bipartite partition of H, takes no more than O(l V<H, ?I’) time; the calculation 
of s,, s2 and s* takes at most O(max((C (ffJ, (E( H, )I)) time. Therefore, the entire 
algorithm is polynomially bount;ded. 
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